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Inferring(the(Past(from(Images(
Effects'of'Salt'and'Gold'Trade'

As'a'before'reading'ac6vity,'review'familiar'examples'of'cause'and'effect.''Then'pose'
the'Week'4/5'focus'ques6on,'‘What'were'the'effects'of'the'salt'and'gold'trade?’''''
Have'the'class'first'brainstorm'before'looking'at'images.'''Next,''hand'each'group'a'set'
of'pictures'related'to'the'effects'they'will'read'about'this'week.''Each'group'creates'a'
seeMthinkMwonder'chart'about'their'image'set.''''They'use'the'SEE'column'to'make'
observa6ons'from'the'pictures,'followed'by'inferences'about'the'effects'of'the'trade'
in'the'THINK'column.'Finally,'they'will'generate'ques6ons.'''Each'group'shares'out'as'
you'project'each'set'of'images.''Keep'the'charts'posted'this'week'and'refer'back'to'
the'SEEMTHINKMWONDER'columns'as'they'read.''
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Lesson'16'



Teacher(Reference:(((
Image(Sets(and(Effects(

•  Group'1:''Spread'of'Islam'

•  Group'2:''Wealthy'Kingdoms'in'West'Africa'
•  Group'3:''Arrival'of'European'explorers'by'ship'
•  Group'4:''Timbuktu'center'of'learning'

•  Group'5:''Cultural'Diffusion'



Group(1(



http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Nomad_prayer.jpg:



:::http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/d/dd/Djingareiber_cour.jpg:



h`ps://www.lib.utexas.edu/maps/africa/africa_islam_87.jpg'



Group(2(
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http://blackhistorymonth2014.com/697/africanFcivilizationsF3/:

h`p://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/3/31/1818_Pinkerton_Map_of_Africa_M_Geographicus_M_AfricaMpinkertonM1818.jpg'



http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/c/c1/Mansa_Musa.jpg:



Group(3(



h`p://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/6/69/
Marchands_d'esclaves_de_GoréeM
Jacques_Grasset_de_SaintMSauveur_mg_8526.jpg'

h`p://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/
File:AMHM6459M
KB_Map_of_Europe,_Africa_and_Asia.jpg'



h`p://www.pbs.org/wgbh/aia/part1/1h306b.html'



Group(4(





h`p://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/4/4f/TimbuktuMmanuscriptsMastronomyMmathema6cs.jpg'



h`p://www.nathanielturner.com/6mbuktumanuscripts.jpg'



Group(5(



h`p://mrgrayhistory.wikispaces.com/file/view/Africa_M_Sahara_Trade.jpg/244072815/960x618/Africa_M_Sahara_Trade.jpg'



h`p://jbMhdnp.org/Sarver/Maps/WC/wc11_languageafricam.jpg'

Languages(of(Africa(Today(



Lesson 16- Students match nouns which represent the ‘person’ to the verbs which represents the ‘action.’   Ask students what they notice, drawing 
their attention to the frequent ‘er’ at the end of the noun, as well as its pronunciation.   Teach students that the ‘er’ at the end of a noun is a signal or 
clue that this is a person.   These are common people and actions in Social Studies, and they will see several in this week’s text.  
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person action 
noun verb 
trader trade 

traveler travel 
ruler (king) rule 



Lesson 16- Students match nouns which represent the ‘person’ to the verbs which represents the ‘action.’   Ask students what they notice, drawing 
their attention to the frequent ‘er’ at the end of the noun, as well as its pronunciation.   Teach students that the ‘er’ at the end of a noun is a signal or 
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controller control 
student study 
learner learn 
speaker speak 
explorer explore 

writer write 
 



L.16%Weeks*4/5*Focus*Ques3on*



What*happened*because**
Sandra*was*late*to*school?**

What*were*the*effects?**

h"p://art.ngfiles.com/images/48/torithefox_late9for9art9class.jpg;



Label;the;Causes*(C);and;Effects*(E)*

Sandra;was;late;to;school;so;she;missed;her;test.;;

Sandra;was;late;to;school.;;As*a*result,*she;missed;
her;test.;;

Sandra;missed;her;test;because;she;was;late;to;
school.;;



  What were the effects 

of the salt and gold 

trade?  

Lesson;16:;;Week;4/5;focus;quesHon;;



Lesson 17- Use the present and past tense verb match as a before reading task, in order to draw student attention to verbs in the text.   In partners, 
students first read and translate present tense verb cards into home language or acting out to ensure meaning.  Generate oral sentences as a class.  
Then following a model, partners receive the past tense cards and match them to present tense form.   Draw attention to the ‘ed’ ending of many of 
the verbs and their pronunciation, as well as the fact that some verbs have a different word in the past. Generate oral sentences with past tense 
verbs.  Students then use the list of past tense verbs and scan the text to underline the past tense verbs.  
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today long ago 
is was 

are were 
make made 



Lesson 17- Use the present and past tense verb match as a before reading task, in order to draw student attention to verbs in the text.   In partners, 
students first read and translate present tense verb cards into home language or acting out to ensure meaning.  Generate oral sentences as a class.  
Then following a model, partners receive the past tense cards and match them to present tense form.   Draw attention to the ‘ed’ ending of many of 
the verbs and their pronunciation, as well as the fact that some verbs have a different word in the past. Generate oral sentences with past tense 
verbs.  Students then use the list of past tense verbs and scan the text to underline the past tense verbs.  
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control controlled 
come came 
learn learned 
speak spoke 
study studied 



Lesson 17- Use the present and past tense verb match as a before reading task, in order to draw student attention to verbs in the text.   In partners, 
students first read and translate present tense verb cards into home language or acting out to ensure meaning.  Generate oral sentences as a class.  
Then following a model, partners receive the past tense cards and match them to present tense form.   Draw attention to the ‘ed’ ending of many of 
the verbs and their pronunciation, as well as the fact that some verbs have a different word in the past. Generate oral sentences with past tense 
verbs.  Students then use the list of past tense verbs and scan the text to underline the past tense verbs.  
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bring brought 
spread spread 
know knew 
write wrote 

 
 



Lessons 18-20 
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What were the effects of the  
Salt and Gold Trade? 

 



Lessons 18-20 
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Table of Contents 
 

Wealthy Kingdoms ………………………… 3 

Trading Centers ………………………… 4 

Spread of Religion ………………………… 5 

Explorers from Europe ………………………... 6 
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Wealthy Kingdoms 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

      The salt and gold trade was called the 

Trans-Saharan Trade.    The trade routes 

went across the Sahara Desert.  Kings in 

West Africa controlled these routes.  As a 

result, ancient West African kingdoms 

became wealthy and powerful.    

Mali was one of the ancient 

kingdoms of West Africa.    Sundiata Keita 

(the “Lion King”) and Mansa Musa were 

famous kings of Mali long ago.   The salt 

and gold trade made ancient Mali 

powerful.  

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/c/c1/Mansa_Musa.jpg 

 

http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:MALI_empire_map.PNG 

Mansa Musa 
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        Trading Centers 
 

 

 
 
   

 

      Many people came to the city of 

Timbuktu to trade.  As a result, people 

learned about different cultures, 

languages and ideas from around the 

world.   

Timbuktu also became a center for 

education.   Arab traders from North 

Africa spoke and wrote in Arabic, so 

people in Timbuktu learned to read and 

write in Arabic.    

There was a university with many 

books in Arabic, including the Koran.   

People studied math, medicine, 

astronomy, and religion in Timbuktu. 
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Spread of Religion  
 

 
 

  
  
  

  

 

Long ago, most people in 

West Africa practiced traditional 

religions.   But the salt and gold 

trade spread new religion to West 

Africa.  

Most traders from North 

Africa were Muslim.   When they 

came to West Africa to trade, they 

brought their religion, Islam.  As a 

result, many people in West Africa 

today are Muslim.  

ISLAM 
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                                                                                    Explorers from Europe 
 
 
 
  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
  
 

  Because of trade, Europeans 

knew about the abundant resources 

in Africa.    As a result, some 

Europeans traveled to West Africa.   

These travelers were called explorers.  

They came from Portugal, Spain, 

England and other countries.    

Explorers came and traded goods 

with people in West Africa.     

 

What do you think explorers were looking for?  
What do you think they traded?  



Lesson 18,19,20 
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Salt and Gold Trade Effects- Text Questions:  For the Teacher 
 

See Teacher Toolbox> Reading Comprehension> Text Questions for more 
details on the types of questions to ask students.   
 
Use the following text questions during lesson 18-20.   (If you are using a 
published text, you will need to generate questions to match the text.) 
 
Partners will also generate their own questions in lesson 19.  You will select 
a set of questions for students to answer in writing on Friday.  First they will 
do this in pairs, then in an independent learning log.    
 
In the Text- Right There (literal) 

1. Why was the salt and gold trade called the Trans-Saharan Trade? 

2. Who were two famous kings in West Africa? 

3. Why did many people come to Timbuktu? 

4. What did people learn from each other when they met?  

5. What language did people in Timbuktu learn to read and write?  

6. What subjects did people study in Timbuktu? 

7. What religion did many people in West African practice long ago? 

8. What religion did Arab traders bring with trade? 

9. How did Europeans travel to Africa long ago? 

10. What are some countries that Europeans came from?  
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In the Text- Think and Search (some simple inference) 

1. How did kingdoms become rich and powerful with the salt and 

gold trade? 

2. Look at the map.  Why was Timbuktu a center of trade? 

3. Why did people learn new languages and cultures in Timbuktu? 

4. How did the Islam religion spread to West Africa? 

5. Europeans in Africa were called ‘explorers.’  Explore means to look 

for something in a new place.   What were Europeans looking for?  

Why? 

 

In my Head (more complex inference)  

1. How can controlling trade routes make kingdoms rich? 

2. What does Timbuktu show about West Africa long ago? 

3. Why did so many people convert (change) their religion to Islam? 

4.  Europeans traveled to Africa look for gold and other valuable 

resources.    Gold was scarce in Europe.  Why is a scarce resource 

very valuable? 

5. Look at the picture on page 6.   What does this picture show about 

the trade between Europeans and West Africans long ago?  

6. The kingdom of Mali was long ago was wealthy and powerful.  

Today the country of Mali has many economic problems.  What do 

you think happened?   (students are not learning this history yet, 

only inferring) 

 



Week 4 After Reading Extension- The following adjectives are in this week’s text.  Remind students that adjectives are words that describe people, 
places, and things.   Explain that ‘synonym’ is a word that means the same thing.   Following a model, partners match the adjective with its synonym.   
Then following a model, assign each pair of partners one adjective/ synonym to connect to the text and generate a sentence.   For example for 
‘wealthy’ a sentence might be The West African kingdoms became wealthy with the salt and gold trade.  
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wealthy rich 
powerful strong 
famous well known 
ancient very old 

traditional customary 
 



Week 4 After Reading Extension- The following adjectives are in this week’s text.  Remind students that adjectives are words that describe people, 
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*Use one set of title cards below for each pair of partners 

adjective from text 
 

synonym  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 


